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8. Sets representing ordinals

There exists a class of sets of such a particular structure that they may
suitably be said to represent ordinal numbers. I shall first mention the defi-
nition by R. M. Robinson (1937).

A set M is an ordinal, if

1) M is transitive. That a set M is transitive means that it contains its
union. In symbols: (x)(y)((xey) & (yeM) -»(xeM)).

2) Every non empty subset N of M is basic, which means that it is disjoint
to one of its elements. In logical symbols: (Ex)(xe N & (xf) N = 0)).

3) If A±B, AeM and BeM, then either AeB or BeA.

I shall call every set M with the properties 1), 2), 3) an R- ordinal.

Remark 1. If HI is a class of R- ordinals, then the intersection of all
elements of M is again an R - ordinal. Indeed, if Mo is this intersection,
we have that if AeB, Be Mo, then AeB, BeM for every M in HI, whence
AeM because M is transitive, whence A e Mo, because this is valid for
every M in JH. Thus Mo is transitive. Let O c N E M o . Then for any
M in HI we have 0 cN EM, whence by 2) Mo has the property 2). Fin-
ally let A and B be different and eMo. Then for any M in III we have
A and BeM, whence by 3) either AeB or BeA. Thus Mo has the prop-
erty 3).

Remark_2. Further it may be remarked that if M is an R - ordinal we
have MeM, because MeM would mean that the subset {M} of M was
not basic.

Theorem 31. Every R-ordinal M is the set of all its transitive proper
subsets.

Proof. Let C be eM. Since M is transitive, C must be EM. Indeed
C is CM. C = M is impossible, because that would mean MeM, which is
impossible by Remark 2. Further C must be transitive. Indeed let AeB,
BeC. Then BeM, whence BEM, whence AeM, whence AEM. By 3) we
have either A e C o r C e A o r A = C. I assert that CeA and C = A are im-
possible. Indeed, CeA would imply that {A,B,C} is not basic, and C = A
would mean that {A,B} is not basic. Hence AeC, that is, C is transitive.
So far I have proved that every element C of M is a transitive proper subset
of M.

Let, on the other hand, C be a transitive proper subset of M. Then
0 CM - C so that by 2) an element A of M - C exists such that A n (M - C) =
0. Then, if BeC, neither A = B nor AeB, because of the transitivity of C.
Therefore BeA and thus CEA because BeC yields BeA for all B. Since
AEM and A H(M - C) = 0, it follows that AEC, whence A = C, whence
CeM. Thus I have proved that every transitive proper subset of M is ele-
ment of M.

Remark 3. It is clear according to this that every element of an R - ordi-
nal is an R - ordinal.
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Theorem 32. If A and B are R-ordinals, AeB-*--AC B.

Proof. AeB yields, because of the transitivity of B, A EB, but A = B
is excluded. If AEB, then it follows from the previous theorem that AeB.

Theorem 33. Any class K of R - ordinals is well-ordered by the relation
e.

Proof. Let A =(= B both belong to K. The intersection A flB is, according
to Remark 1 above, an R-ordinal. If we had A DB cA and cB, then by the
preceding theorem A f l B would be eA and eB, whence A f l B e A n B which is
impossible. Thus either ACB or BcA, whence AeB or BeA, so that K is
linearly ordered by e. Now let Kf be a subclass of K and D be the intersec-
tion of all elements of Kf. According to the Remark 1 above, D is an R-ordi-
nal, and if A belongs to Kf, DEA and therefore DeA whenever A =)= D. On
the other hand D must itself belong to Kf, for if it did not, D would be ele-
ment of each A in Kf and thus eD, but DeD is impossible. This shows that
there is in Kf a first element with regard to the relation e. It is also evident
according to this that every R-ordinal is a well-ordered set with regard to
the membership relation.

Theorem 34. Every transitive set M of R-ordinals is an R-ordinal.

Proof. If A and B are two different elements of M, either AeB or
BeA according to the preceding theorem. Further, if NEM and 0 CN, there
is a first element E of N. Then as often as CeE, C is eN. Thus N is basic.

It is clear that every transitive set M of R-ordinals is the least R-ordi-
nal follo'wing all A e M. In particular, if M has an immediate predecessor
N, then M = SN + N, otherwise M = SM.

Godel has (1939) defined an ordinal number as a set M with the three
properties

1) M is transitive.

2) If OCNEM, N is basic.

3) Every element of M is transitive.

Let us call these sets M G-ordinals. I shall show that they are just the
same sets as the R-ordinals. Let us assume that M is a G-ordinal and that
there are elements of M which are not R-ordinals. These constitute a set
S^O and by 2) an element B of S exists such that BDS =0. Now let CeB.
Then since BEM, so that CeM, we must have CeM - S, because otherwise
CeS which is impossible, BD S being =0, it follows that C is an R-ordinal.
According to the last theorem, B is also an R-ordinal, which is a contra-
diction. Therefore all elements of M are R-ordinals so that M itself is an
R-ordinal. Let, inversely, M be an R-ordinal. Then every element of M is
transitive, as we have shown above. Thus M is a G-ordinal.

Further, Bernays has defined (1941) an ordinal number as a set M with
the two properties

1) M is transitive

2) Every transitive proper subset of M is eM.
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We will say that every M satisfying this definition is a B-ordinal. I shall
show that the B-ordinals are again the same sets as the R- or G-ordinals.
Let M be an R-ordinal. According to Theorem 31 every transitive proper
subset of M is an element of M, that is, M is a B-ordinal. Let, on the other
hand, M be a B-ordinal, S be the set of elements of M which are R-ordinals.
K AeB, BeS, then, according to Remark 3 above, A is an R-ordinal, that is,
AeS. Thus S is transitive. By Theorem 34, S is an R-ordinal. Now, if S
were ^ M, S would be a transitive proper subset of M, therefore SeM,
whence SeS, which is absurd. Hence S = M so that M is an R-ordinal.

Zermelo has (1915) set up the definition of ordinals, which we will call
Z-ordinals, having the three properties

1) M= 0 or OeM

2) For every element AeM we have either AU {A}= M or A U (A}eM.

3) For every NEM we have either SN = M or SN eM.

I shall show that the Z-ordinals are the same as the B-ordinals. Let M =)= 0
be a Z-ordinal and let A be the set of all B-ordinals B such that B LM and
BeM. Whenever B f e B e A , B' is a B-ordinal cB whence B'cM and B ' e M
so that B'eA._ Thus A is transitive. Therefore A is a B-ordinal. We have
AEM, but AeM. Indeed AeM would mean that AeA. Now A maybe
= BU{B} with BeM, whence by 2) A = M, or A is =SA, A the set of the
preceding B-ordinals, and since SAeM is excluded, we get by 3) that A = M.
Thus M is a B-ordinal.

Let M be a B-ordinal. If M =t= 0, then OeM, because 0 is a proper
transitive subset. K AeM, then AU{A} may be = M. If not, A U {A} is a
transitive proper subset of M and therefore eM. Let N be EM. Then SN
may be =M. If not, SN is a transitive proper subset of M and therefore eM.
Thus M is a Z-ordinal.

Finally v. Neumann has defined (1923) a set M as an ordinal number, we
may say N-ordinal, as follows:

A set M is an ordinal, if it can be well-ordered in such a way that every ele-
ment is identical with its corresponding initial section.

Let M be a N-ordinal. If BeM and AeM, then B is an initial section
of M and therefore AeM. Thus M is transitive. Let S be a transitive,
proper subset of M and BeS while A precedes B in the well-ordering of M.
Then AeB because B is identical with the initial section of M consisting of
all elements of M preceding B. Since S is transitive we have AeS. Thus
S is an initial part of M, and because ScM an initial section of M. S is
identical with this section and is therefore e M. Hence M is a B-ordinal. If,
inversely, M is a B-ordinal, one sees by the theorems above that it is well-
ordered by e such that every element m of M is the set of all elements n
preceding m.


